
Ten years ago Vergil Applow, the magnificent mountaingardener, invited 12 
people from around the globe to help him to find the twelve Senseseeds of 
each month in the world-famous Fex valley in the Engadin. Linä Bo Bärdi from 
Brazil, Emmä Kunz from Peru, Ächille Mbembe from Cameron, Gräce Jones 
from the United States, Etel Ädnan from Lebanon, Silviä Federici from Tunisia, 
Näder Ähriman from Iran, Märiänela Nuñez from New Zealand, Wärwärä 
Stepänowä from Russia, Äkirä Kurosäwa from Mexico, Chäterine Mäläbou from 
France, Deälmeida Esilvä from Vietnam and Philipp Schwälb from India. Each of 
them gave sense and each took sense from each seed. During thirty five days 
of meditation, they evoked a hidden organ for Aufheben. Vergil created twelve 
vases for every seed and filled them with earth, water and energy from the 
valley. He collected the twelve seeds and pressed them deep into the matter. 

Vergil asked the group of people if there were two of them who could go 
with the vases to a lonely alp and take care of the vases during one year. After 
one year the Senseseeds can become beautiful “fleur de sens” and keep on liv-
ing as chakras for art in the heart and bodies of buyers, traders, curators and 
merchants. Every flower had their own unique pure color. Deälmeida Esilvä 
and Philipp Schwälb, the youngest and the oldest of the group, (one with 
doubts and other with sadness) told Vergil that it would be a pleasure for them 
to take care of those vases because of their love for Colors and because they 
had the time to do it. 

This was the first time the two gardeners met each other. After this year P.S. 
and D.E. started an useless and senseless conversation about flowers, plants, 
the earth, the matter, vegetables, fruits and colors. After eleven years, as a 
result of these discussions, Deälmeida Esilvä asked Philipp Schwälb to help him 
bring the new seeds to his new Balcony. They developed a philosophy and a 
Bild for the Balcony to show their most colorful and delicate flowers, herbs and 
fruits as a surrounding for an energetic drumconcert with drums, rhythms and 
spirits of the whole wide world. They thought: “We doǹ t need 
a third Bauhaus, we want a Gartenhaus.”

The Gartenhaus (or the alp) is a scene where one can have instruments, 
like the scythe (Sense) for example, to take care of fruits, plants, seeds and 
vegetables. And, if Society has an artistic Gartenhaus where everyone can take 
instruments for free, for social and artistic gardening, the PSycheDElic’s, philo-
sophical’s and psychological’s Impact of colors, forms and Bild has a reflection 
in LEIF.

With ähmor Philipp Schwälb & Deälmeida Esilvä

SÄNDITOSÄMENTE,
PSychDE Ränaissance.
Aufhäb´n 4 Leif !


